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The College announces $750 million campaign
By Will Walkey

Co-Editor-in-Chief
Colby announced an ambitious, comprehensive campaign
called “Dare Northward.” The
campaign has already raised
over $383 million and has a sixyear goal of $750 million, making it the largest pursued fund in
liberal arts history.
“It’s a singular moment for
Colby,” along with all liberal
arts institutions, said College
President David A. Greene in an
interview with The Echo. President of Planning Daniel Lugo
added in an interview that “now
is the time for Colby to leapfrog
into the lead” ahead of other
small colleges. Lugo mentioned
that the campaign is a “great
vehicle” for the College to gain
some publicity and notoriety
as it moves towards national
prominence.
Rather than a capital campaign focused on infrastructure or one particular aspect of
the institution, this campaign
is importantly comprehensive
and “value-based”, according to
Lugo, giving the College flexibility regarding what to do with
the money from a campaign
scheduled to complete three
years after current first-years
have graduated. Both Lugo and
Greene stressed that “universal
experiences” were important
to them and the College, with
Lugo pointing to “residential
programs” and global internship
experiences as important additions the campaign will make
possible.

Despite being in its early
stages, the fund still has specific goals of expanding financial
aid, improving research opportunities for both students and
faculty, attracting a more diverse
student and professor body, and
allowing the College to become
more competitive athletically.
Some benefits of the campaign
from the past year, such as the
newly-established DavisConnects program and impressive
donations to the Colby College
Museum of Art, have already
been realized.
The fund is now moving into
its public phase, accompanied by
a ten day launch experience for
students, parents, alumni, and

The campaign’s slogan, Dare Northward, encourages students to find what inspires and
challenges them while on the Hill.
potential donors. For the past
year, the campaign has been in
its so-called “leadership phase,”
where members of Colby’s most
philanthropic inner circles such
as the Alfonds, Davis’ and Lunders have been approached privately by the College and have
given significant donations
to build towards the current
amount. There have been 32
gifts of over one million dollars
already contributed to the campaign. Along with newsworthy
donations from well-known

families, though, there have also
already been about 10,000 other
donations of varying monetary
amounts, according to Greene.
The campaign launched on
Friday, Oct. 20 in Waterville’s
Opera House. Over 800 people
were in attendance, including
trustees, alumni, donors, faculty, students and Waterville
residents. Several gifts were
announced, including a naming gift for the new arts center,
which was given by Michael
Gordon ’66. The event conclud-

ed with a performance by The
Plain White Tees. The campaign
kick off will continue through
the weekend, which is also Colby’s Homecoming Weekend,
with hundreds of alumni and
parents returning to campus.
In fact, the public launch date
has been moved up by over a
year, according to Lugo, due to
the resounding success of the
quiet phase. Greene said “It’s
very unusual to have a leadership phase of a campaign that’s
one year, but we’ve essentially
gotten too close to where you’d
want to get over a much longer
period.” Despite initial success,
the working fiscal goal has remained the same.

If completed, the campaign
would beat the largest liberal
arts finished fundraiser from
Claremont McKenna College
by $150 million. The loftiest
current goal in progress by
another college is set at $650
million by NESCAC rival Williams College. Greene commented on how “incredible”
this campaign goal is, especially considering many of the
College’s competitors have a
“head start” in terms of a culture of philanthropy, successful
annual funds, and endowment.
“Everybody’s either in a campaign or planning a campaign
or just finished a campaign ,
mentioned Greene, alluding
to the competition Colby faces
from other similar institutions.
Lugo, in an interview with The
Echo, mentioned that the College is among the top schools
in the country in terms of percentage of the community who
gives back to the annual fund,
a fact that points towards potential success. The set goal was
accompanied by research from
both internal and external analysts of philanthropic capacity
and was approved by the Board
of Trustees.
“There’s a pretty rigorous
process that you go through,”
said Greene of choosing the
lofty goal. Hundreds of alumni
interviews, surveys, and wealth
screenings were conducted by
consultants who have worked
with hospitals, museums, and
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Locals weigh in on downtown dorm
By Caitlin Rogers
Design Manager

What happens when 200
students from a notoriously
isolated college campus are
transferred to a dorm right in
the middle of downtown? Colby and Waterville will know the
answer to this question soon
enough, as the College’s newest
dorm is set to open in the fall
of 2018. As part of Colby’s new
initiative to revitalize downtown Waterville, the dorm will
not only house students but
will also serve as a community gathering space and retail
center. However, though this is
a Colby initiative, there are always two sides to a story. While
the development will benefit
staff and students, what impact
will it have on Waterville residents and businesses?
For residents, outlook on the
project was generally positive
with some reservations. Waterville resident, special education
teacher, and community volunteer Paula Raymond helped
facilitate Saturday’s South End
Cleanup, which brought Colby
students and community students together for a morning
of volunteering. She said the
dorm presents a unique opportunity for students to continue
organizing and helping out in
the community. “I think it’s an
awesome idea, because it just
brings a different flavor to the
neighborhood. It helps the children see new possibilities.” She
said that her vision is to bring
students into the South End to
interact with kids in the area–
not necessarily in an academic setting, but in more casual
games. Ken Eisen ’73, a Colby
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More than 10,000 donors have participated in the campaign, and 32 contributions were a million dollars or more.

Kurt Cerulli ’78 donates World Series
memorabilia to Special Collections
By Zachary Bergman
Staff Writer

Earlier this month, Kurt Cerulli ’78 donated his personal
collection of baseball memorabilia containing over 300
signed baseballs and around
350 other items, including
game programs, tickets, and
photographs, to Colby College’s special collections. The
collection is centered around
the World Series, and took
Cerulli 15 years to put together. Most of the autographed
memorabilia was acquired by
Cerulli through the agents
of players. “What makes this
collection unusual are the inscriptions written by the players,” Cerulli to The Echo. He
asked players not only to sign
their name, but also to write
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down important statistics either from their career of from
the World Series that they
played in, making the collection quite unique.
Another exciting aspect of
the collection is the historical
context of the artifacts. “I was
really interested in what was
going on in the backdrop,”
Cerulli explained. “There
are programs from the 1940s
when World War II was going
on, and from the 1960s with
the social issues, and the Vietnam War protests.”
Cerulli obtained a National
League program, an American League program, and
a ticket stub from as many
World Series as possible, putting each set of three items together in a frame. These items
are considered to be the core
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of the collection. For the years
in which the two leagues did
not have separate programs,
or if Cerulli could not obtain
one of them, a photograph
was substituted for the missing program.
Prior to donating the collection to the College, Cerulli kept the collection in
his house, but decided not to
bring it with him when he and
his wife moved. Cerulli said
that Colby was very interested and responsive when he
mentioned the possibility of
donating the collection, and
that they had “very interesting ideas about how to use
it,” including displaying portions of it at the new athletic
center and at the new hotel
in downtown
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Colby leads largest ever liberal
arts college fundraising campaign
From Northward, P. 1
other institutions of education. However, Greene added
that he believes experts might
have set the goal at a smaller
number, saying, “no-one would
suggest to us that $750 million is
the right number for us.”
To him, and to Colby as an
institution, the high number is
attainable because the timing is
perfect for the College. There are
enough friends and family in the
community passionate about
education in Central Maine. In
addition, Greene believes there is
a donor base ready to see Maine
thrive, a goal which Colby is increasingly focused on.
While other campaigns from
NESCAC schools have launched
from New York City or Boston,
where many of the wealthiest
alumni live, Lugo asserted that
there was no better place for the
College than Waterville, where
Colby plans to revitalize the
downtown area. People are “excited about making an impact,”
in a place that has seen economic
downturns and breaks in its relationship with the College in recent years. “Our fates are linked
together,” Greene said.
During the leadership phase
of the campaign, Colby was

able to have such great success
because of its shared values and
projected vision with some of
its largest donors and alumni.
“Finding those synergies” was
deeply important for Colby,
who let their donors shape the
fund and its goals, one of which
was making Maine as vibrant a

“It’s very important to me
that Colby is
not a static
place.”
David Greene
President of Colby College

place as it was in the past. Still,
despite leaders giving significant
amounts, every donor is “giving
their heart and soul” in the eyes
of Greene, even those giving
smaller monetary amounts.
“Philanthropy is a deeply
personal act, and it’s easy to
forget that when you see the
numbers…I find it incredibly
inspiring and interesting and

engaging,” Greene mentioned,
alluding to the fact that every
donation comes from a place
of generosity and community
excitement. Stories from the
campaign have already been
told throughout the launch,
but most are giving because
“they love what all of you [the
students] represent…and the
importance of educational environments in the world.”
“It’s very important for me
that Colby is not a static place,”
Greene added, who continued to
stress that he wants the College to
be on the map globally, and wants
the rest of the world to see Colby
as a place of leadership. “We’re in
a very privileged” spot, he said of
the alumni base and position of
the College in relation to others,
who are sometimes struggling
to attract students, make shortterm budgets, or even survive.
Colby has the luxury of being
able to set long-term goals that
are both potentially attainable
and ground-breaking.
“I think we’ll be very successful if this beginning [of
this campaign] is any indication,” Greene said in a statement of ecstatic ambition
regarding the future of the
College and of Waterville.

Locals discuss Colby’s new
downtown apartment complex
From Downtown, P. 1
can understand circling
around in Boston, where there
are two million people, but in
Waterville you shouldn’t have
to circle around multiple times
to find parking.” Since construction began on the dorm
and the parking lot closest to
the building was taken away,
Selah Tea has seen a 12 percent
drop in revenue.
Though the transition period has been less than encouraging, McGee said the
downtown development does
provide an opportunity for
sales. Colby faculty and students make up 35 percent of
his customer base, and closer
offices and residences could
encourage more visitors.
“With more students across
the street, if we play it right
hopefully we can capitalize
on that.” Additionally, he said
that the Malcolm Porter, who
co-owns Enchanted, an herb
and tea shop on Main Street,
also said he is excited for the
new opportunities provided
by the dorm development. He

stated that though separation between a college and
its town is normal. It’s encouraging that Colby and
Waterville are working together to forge a closer relationship.
While
development

downtown has been a highly visible and exciting venture for the Colby community, continuing dialogue
will be necessary to ensure
that the dorm and retail
initiatives are beneficial for
all parties involved.
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Deans address Pugh Center banner
By James Barnett
Features Reporter

After a week of inquiry,
the administration finally
found the Joseph Family Spa’s
“NO RACISTS, NO HOMOPHOBES, NO RAPISTS, NO
AGEISTS…” banner in a club
room and subsequently issued
a work order for the banner to
be put back up. The banner—
which belongs to the Women
of Color Alliance and Feminist Alliance—had previously
been taken down from its position hanging over the Spa.
The banner removal remains
shrouded in mystery; even
Colby’s administration is unclear as to why the banner was
initially removed.
Dean of the College Burrell-McRae ’94 told The Echo
that it is true that in mid-August, right after the violence that
occurred in Charlottesville, several members of the administration were walking through the
Spa and noticed the banner. The
administration started to question the context of the banner
and “began to think about how
we could convey the most welcoming and accessible message
about our values in relation to
that particular moment,” especially considering that the class
of 2021 is the most diverse class
that Colby has ever admitted.
Burrell recalled wondering
whether the banner truly was
the most effective method of
reaffirming Colby’s values to
the greater community. She
wanted to know “how do we
create a strong welcome message to new students and their
families that really foregrounds
our commitment to equity, inclusion and social justice? In
the context of Charlottesville,
would the banner make some
people feel anxious about
coming [to Colby]? Were the
families of students going to
leave Colby with angst because
they did not have the context
for the banner?” Most importantly, Burrell wanted to start
a campus conversation; “How
do we create a context for peo-

ple to feel like they are invited
into conversations rather than
closed out from those conversations?” Similarly, Associate Dean of Diversity, Equity,
and Inclusion Betty G. Sasaki
wanted to make the banner a
“conversation point about how
[Colby] expresses our values.”
Because of their desire to
start a campus-wide conversation, Burrell and Sasaki
reached out to student advisors from various Pugh Center
student groups to invite them

“How do
we create a
context for
people to feel
like they are
invited into
conversations
rather than
closed out
from those
conversations?”
Karlene Burrell-McRae
Dean of the College
to discuss how the Pugh might
be “most impactful in the ways
in which we convey our messages.” Burrell insisted that
“there was never any intention
to remove the banner without
student input.” However, because it was still summer, Burrell did not receive replies from
all the student groups involved
in the discussion and therefore
decided not to take any action
regarding the banner.
It was not until right when
orientation began that Burrell
noticed that the banner was
gone. Burrell inquired about
the banner among the staff and
faculty but explained to The
Echo that “to be fully transparent, we do not know who

took the banner down. We
genuinely did not know. This
added to the feeling of confusion and sketchiness that
something has happened. At
this juncture, [the administration] has to be able to say if
and when we messed up. But
we have no idea who took the
banner down.”
Even though the administration does not know who
removed the banner, Burrell
explained that “I feel like this
issue has caused a lot of confusion. I’m really sorry for
that confusion… the story has
grown legs and that was never intention.” In fact, Burrell is
adamant that she viewed the
banner as a “wonderful opportunity to engage with our
students and to address what is
preventing us from feeling included and valued. Somehow
it got completely switched to
something else.”
Burrell also stated that
the issue has shown her that
“there is a lack of trust” between the administration and
the student body.” Sasaki reaffirmed that the administration is “committed to building
trust, to build those lines of
communication, to be transparent and accountable.”
Both Burrell and Sasaki
take issues regarding social
justice very seriously. In fact,
Burrell herself is a social justice advocate; when she was
a senior at Colby, she worked
with several classmates to
“start the work that eventually
became the Pugh Center.” The
Pugh Center is dear to her
heart, and she recognizes that
the administration needs “to
work harder to have a place
where people feel like they
belong. Being visible, being
valued, being heard, being
understood—to me, these are
important. For a community
like ours that’s small and can
have a feeling of being close
knit, how can we exist so that
no matter where we are we’re
thinking about these issues.
This is not meant to be easy.
We’re willing to own that.”

Generous alumni donation
of World Series collection
from Baseball, from pg. 1

Courtesy of Caitlin Rogers
Ken Eisman, a local business owner and Colby graduate, with his dog, Puppers.

Courtesy of Colby College
All students living in the downtown dorms are required to actively participate in civic engagement. There are also community spaces in the apartment complex that can be used by both the Colby and Waterville community.
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Waterville, as well as potentially using the artifacts as
primary sources in American
Studies and other classes.
Cerulli is the founder of
Cerulli Associates, a financial services firm in Boston.
He also founded the Cerulli
Award for excellence in sports
writing in 2012, and the PEN
New England Sports Writers
Hall of Fame at Fenway Park
in Boston.
Professor Ben Lisle, an
American Studies professor
and author of Modern Coliseum: Stadiums and American
Culture, a book about baseball stadiums that was published this past summer, said
he “used a lot of ephemera,
such as programs, in writing
that book.” Lisle explained that
“using programs as sort of cultural documents of a certain
time period, as expressions of
ideas about, say, masculinity
and gender, or class, reading
through the advertisements,
and doing visual analyses of

the stories that those advertisements tell, makes them really valuable sources.” Lisle was
more skeptical of how some of
the other artifacts would be
used for learning purposes.
“The fact that there’s a signed
baseball, I’m not really sure
how I’d use that in an academic setting, but I can see how it
would be exciting to baseball
fans,” he told The Echo.
When asked about the collection, Associate Professor of
American Studies and Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality
Studies Lisa Arellano said that
“primary objects like that,
cultural objects, can tell us an
enormous amount about political ideologies of the time, and
I think they’re some of the most
effective things we can use in
class...Those kinds of primary
documents can be so much
more effective than a secondary source.” Arellano believed
that sports artifacts are particularly useful in learning about
the past. “Sports in general are
such an important American
form,” she explained, “more
even than a very technical

form of literature or art, a popular culture form can tell us
a great deal about a period in
history, sports especially so.
Sports have so much to do with
American popular culture and
zeitgeist, they really connect us
to how everyday people are living and thinking, and baseball
in particular is such an iconographic American sport.”
In addition to being a valuable learning resource, many
members of the Colby community have gone to view the
collection simply because “it’s
really cool,” as Matt Jones ’20
said. “I was impressed with the
size of the collection and was
told that what was on display
was only about 1/6th of the entire thing. I also thought it was
amazing how old some of the
World Series programs were.
The oldest one I saw was from
the 1950s,” Jones said.
The collection will be showcased at Miller Library from
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. this Saturday and Sunday for Homecoming Weekend.

Date:

Time:

Location:

Comments:

10/19/17

12:54 a.m.

Williams Hall

Injury

10/19/17

6:38 a.m.

Bixler/Campus Drive

Person removed from Campus

10/20/17

12:41 a.m.

The Heights

Noise complaint, covered smoke det.

10/20/17

9:30 a.m.

The Heights

Illness

10/20/17

10:00 p.m.

Marriner Hall

Alcohol

10/21/17

9:44 a.m.

Tent on Dana Lawn

Chairs and Heater Damage

10/22/17

1:17 a.m.

Tent on Dana Lawn

Equipment Damage

10/22/17

1:22 p.m.

Roberts Lot

Various items taken

10/22/17

7:39 a.m.

On Campus

Misplaced wallet
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Photo of Waterville roofers standing during national anthem goes viral
By Ali Naseer

Local News Reporter
Old Town resident Michelle Cossar was about to
watch her nephew’s football
team play at Waterville High
School when she snapped
the photo that has since
caused a firestorm. Before
the game, the Star Spangled
Banner played, as it had
played many times before.
But this time, a team of Oakland based roofers working
nearby—Dwayne Harrison,
Danny Thyng, and James
Scruggs— heard the anthem.
Atop their roof, they paused
work, turned towards the
source of the song, and stood
with their hands over their
hearts. Harrison later told
Fox News they did it because
it “was the right thing to do.”
Cossar caught the moment and shared it to
her Facebook. She later
stated that she captured
and shared the moment
because she “thought the
world could use a little
more of that right now.”
Evidently, she was right—
the photo has been shared
over 4,000 times.
One reason for this
popularity is that it tells
a stor y full of Americanisms: a family attends
a son’s football game, a
group of hardworking

men, sweat on their brow,
stand in reverence.
Much of the buzz generated by the photo began
after its first 600 Facebook
shares when both Fox News
and Breitbart picked up the
story, sparking the interest
of smaller right-wing blogs
and sites.
Soon, the photo went viral nationally, representing
one side of the present national discourse regarding
what it means to respect
the flag and be patriotic.
Many commenters and
publications shared the
photo, praised the roofers,
and denounced those who
disrespect the flag, referring
primarily to the NFL players who knelt during the
national anthem two weeks
ago. Even President Donald
Trump voiced his opinion
on the matter, calling the
players, ‘sons of bitches’ that
should be fired.
Old Town resident and
Eastern Maine Healthcare Systems employee
Christina Thurston told
The Echo that she shared
Cossar’s photo because,
“I couldn’t be prouder of
young adults that stand
with hands over their
hearts. Shows that they
were brought up to respect
the Flag [sic] and our National Anthem [sic]. It’s

too [sic] bad ever ybody
doesn’t remember what
respect of our countr y is.”
Asked what she thought
of Trump calling protesting NFL players ‘sons of
bitches,’ Thurston stated,
“I think Amen President
Trump! One of the best
presidents ever! It’s true!
They are!”
Responses to the NFL protests and Trump’s reaction
have been varied across the
country. Louisiana Public
Parkway High School implemented a policy on Sept. 29
banning all protest during
the national anthem, a move
which The Economist found
to be a “clear violation of the
First Amendment.”
But critics of Trump’s
speech have claimed that
the demonization of often
black athletes’ protests was
yet another dog whistle in
an ongoing campaign based
on an ethos of national
symbolism defined by race
and xenophobia. Trump’s
appeal to the U.S. flag code
was lambasted, as the code
forbids several commonplace actions, such as wearing the flag or using it as a
marketing tool.
Perhaps those critics
would find coded, if unintentional, meanings in Cossar’s words as well: “thought
the world could use a little

more of that right now.” A
little more of what?
Overall, while many
have
appreciated Cossar’s shot, its opposition
to kneeling protesters reveals division in modern
American politics.
Some claim that, faced
with legislative setbacks
such as the rejection of all
Obamacare repeal plans
and travel bans, the Trump
administration is continuing to use dog-whistle politics to retain its base.
Others find that protests
during the anthem detract
from a genuine campaign to
restore America to a state
of greater prosperity, safety,
and patriotism.
Against this backdrop, The
Echo talked to Colby students to get their opinion.
Boom Jiruppabha ’19
told The Echo that, “I
think the ability to express one’s opinions freely, in this case, kneeling
during the national anthem to raise awareness
of racial injustice, is what
makes America a great
countr y.” Nate Jester ’19
agreed, saying that, “It’s
controversial but it’s a
peaceful protest and we
should encourage it.”
Jessy Grossman ’19 stated that, “I believe they
have the right to kneel be-

Courtesy of Michelle Cossar
Oakland based roofers Dwayne Harrison, Danny Thyng, and James Scruggs, pictured above, stand in silence while working on a Waterville home after hearing
the Star Spangled Banner play before a Waterville high school football game.

cause they’re not protesting the flag, or America
directly, they’re standing
up for racial issues that
are problematic and still
pertinent today.”
Devon Smith ’20 said
that the kneeling protest, “definitely shows a
lot about how people are
feeling towards Trump
and how something as
meaningful as the national anthem isn’t going to
be spared in the debate.”
Smith ’20 admired that
the kneeling protest “took
a lot of courage,” but not-

ed that “there is also another side where it can be
offensive for people who
fought for our countr y
and lived the representation of the national anthem and aren’t or were
never connected to Trump
at all.”
The discussion surrounding Cossar’s photo
sits at the heart of this
nationwide debate, and
more broadly, modern
political division. It is
yet more proof of the old
saying: “as goes Maine, so
goes the nation.”

Waterville mayoral election: getting to know the three candidates

Courtesy of Peter Brown
Waterville Mayoral candidates: Independent John Levesque (left), Democrat Erik Thomas (middle), and incumbent Republican Nick Isgro (right), discuss policy at the mayoral debate on Tuesday, Oct. 24, at Thomas College.

By Sarah Warner
Staff Writer

With the debate at Thomas
College on Nov. 24 and the
election less than two weeks
away, the Waterville mayoral
race is heating up. Current
Republican Mayor Nicholas
Isgro, who is seeking reelection, faces opposition for his
seat from former City Council Chairman and Democrat
Erik Thomas, as well as Independent John Levesque.
This election comes at a
time of uncertainty for Waterville. The city is embarking on various high-profile,
high-cost projects downtown (most notably the
residential building being
constructed in collaboration with Colby), and these

developments, among other
topics such as property tax
increases and school funding, are at the forefront of
many voters’ minds.
“I think that it’s good for
the three candidates to all
be discussing the issues together,” said Levesque of
the Tuesday debate in an
interview with The Echo,
performed before the event
took place. “People [will]
have a chance to hear from
each of us regarding issues of
concern to them.”
The Mayor’s Race Debate was held in the Ayotte Auditorium of Thomas
College at 6 p.m. this past
Tuesday. Sponsored by the
Morning Sentinel, the debate was moderated by Jim
Libby, professor of business
administration at Thomas

College, and was free and
open to the public.
“I am looking forward to
speaking more about my ideas
to a large audience [at the debate],” said Levesque. “It’s
been door to door and one
person at a time since July.”
The duties of the mayor
are vast and, according to
Waterville’s city charter, include much more than serving as the face of the city. On
top of their role as ambassador, the mayor has the power to veto ordinances and
responsibility to review fiscal capital budgets, among
many others. Ultimately,
the person elected to fill the
prestigious position must be
capable of monitoring the
goings-on of the city, while
functioning on an annual
salary of $5,000.

Current mayor Isgro, who
worked closely with Colby
on the multimillion dollar
developments
downtown,
said in an interview with
Central Maine that he is
seeking reelection in order
to see Waterville through its
current “renaissance”.
“With everything going on,
I feel ... that I’ve made a commitment to the people of Waterville and to our partners.
I feel an obligation to stay on
and see it through.”
Isgro first ran for mayor
in 2014 and won the threeperson race with 2,470
votes, edging out Democrat
Stephen Aucoin and Independent Karen RancourtThomas, who received
2,047 and 955 votes respectively. According to his reelection statement, Isgro
feels that after his initial
election three years ago,
the Waterville community
“started a movement” to
revitalize the city that he
must continue.
“In three years, we have
achieved great things,” said
Isgro in his reelection statement. “But much work remains and there is so much
more in store.... Right now
Waterville has an incredible
amount of momentum, so
it’s important that we have
a positive spokesperson out
in front of that and that we
really do keep that ball running and keep that momentum moving forward.”
Thomas, the Democratic
candidate, is running for
mayor because he is concerned about Waterville’s
current political scene and
believes change is desperately needed.
“There are people more interested in gaining power by

misleading people than they
are in solving problems,”
said Thomas in an interview
with Central Maine. “I’m
talking about a fraction of
people who associate themselves with the mayor. These
are people who traffic in innuendo and half-truths and
mislead people about what’s
going on with the city.”
Thomas also expressed
in the same interview with
Central Maine his frustration with the lack of communication and understanding in regards to the
city’s problems. “We can’t
solve problems in this community until we agree on
what the problems are and
how we got there and that’s
the mayor’s responsibility— communication with
the outside world and the
citizens of Waterville.”
One of the biggest of
these problems, according to Thomas, is the
city’s spending. “The city
is spending $2 million
more than it brings in this
year— the fiscal year we’re
in right now,” said Thomas
in his interview with Central Maine. “[Isgro] is not
doing anything to fix the
problem. I would challenge
the mayor to give a list of
all the spending he has
cut... You can’t make cuts to
the budget without cutting
things like public works,
police, fire, schools... and
services will suffer.”
Levesque, who is running
as an Independent, said in
an interview with The Echo
that the turmoil of national
politics was what initially inspired him to run for mayor.
“I was, like many, despondent after the [national] election last fall,” said Levesque.

“I felt like it was time to get
involved beyond just being
informed.”
According to Levesque,
Waterville needs to prioritize creating jobs and
bringing businesses into
the city in order to promote
its economy. If elected, he
plans on working with Colby as well as Thomas College and other local leaders in order to attract new
businesses and companies
to the area. However, he believes manufacturing needs
to be deemphasized.
“We should be talking to
companies in the right sectors of the economy- [like]
the service sector- about
relocating or expanding
here,” stated Levesque.
“That’s where our future
will be built, not on manufacturing jobs. Healthcare,
insurance, finance, technology, information, education, consulting, etc. are
the types of businesses we
need to focus on.”
While he has not held
political
office
before,
Levesque has high hopes for
Waterville and believes that
he can help the city reach its
full potential.
“My vision is to have
people working together
for the betterment of the
community by promoting
the city and it’s people.... I’d
love to see Waterville be an
example of what a city can
accomplish when we listen
to each other and put our
focus on commonality instead of our differences.”
The Waterville mayoral
election is scheduled for
Nov. 7. Polling will take
place at the Thomas College Field House from
8:00a.m. to 8:00 p.m.

gram is not the wealth it
generates, but the rehabilitation it provides for
inmates. “We tr y to make
this program like it would
be if an inmate was working outside,” Lindsey said.
“ They come in, punch a
time clock, work on multiple projects. It gives
them a chance to build
something that a customer will purchase at the
showroom and cherish for
many years to come.”
Fred, an inmate at Warren, expressed in a video
interview with Fish how appreciative he is of the woodworking program and his
opportunity to participate
in it. “There’s not as many
positions open as there are
people who want to be in
them,” Fred said, “Working
here, I think I’ve been here
14 months now, and it’s the
longest I’ve ever held a job
in my life. That’s got me excited, you know, for when
I get out.” Fred’s last name
was not disclosed in the interview in accordance with
Maine law protecting the
identity of inmates.
Lindsey described his excitement at the success of the
program among past offenders, and full belief in its benefits. “The inmates are proud
to tell their families that they
are contributing to a positive program,” Lindsey said,
“I think working with wood
can be therapeutic. The re-

cidivism rates of inmates
who have participated in
our program are lower than
the national average, being
in this program for almost
20 years I don’t see many
inmates reoffending and returning to the facility.”
This pride for the program
felt among both inmates and
prison administrators is visible in the Thomaston store,
which proudly displays a
comical prisoner attached to a
ball and chain on its logo and
sells several prison-themed
knick-knacks. Some of the
best-selling items within the
showroom boast that they
“come from Shawshank”, the
fictional Maine state prison
that appears in Stephen King’s
novella, Rita Hayworth and
the Shawshank Redemption,
and ultimately in the film
adaption. Indeed, prisoners
and shoppers alike take pride
in the rehabilitative measures
the state is taking.
In the video produced by
Fish, Walden described the
positive response he has received from shoppers who
leave the Thomaston showroom thoroughly impressed.
“Often times, the suggestions
that we get [from showroom
visitors] is that they wish their
state had a program similar to
this,” Walden said, “that both
benefits the customers on the
street, but also they see the
value in meaningful work and
how it can be a rehabilitative
tool [for inmates].”

Maine State Prison Showroom offers crafts made by convicts
By Louisa Goldman
Associate Editor

In quiet Thomaston, ME, a
small handicraft boutique sits
peacefully off U.S. highway 1.
Boasting a spacious parking
lot and competitive prices, the
store attracts all kinds of visitors— from wealthy tourists
looking for unique souvenirs
to those seeking cheap décor— all browsing the same
display of carefully crafted
woodworks and trinkets.
Products range from cotton
dog toys to full dressers to intricate Maine-inspired wood
carvings, and at a fraction
of the cost similar boutiques
charge for such works of art.
Of course, each item bought
from the store comes with an
emblem that, in the opinion
of many, increases their value
tenfold: “Manufactured in the
Maine State Prison”.
Indeed, according to a news
video released by the Maine
State Prison and produced by
Scott K. Fish, the wood products industry program, which
produces the goods sold in
the showroom, has maintained a strong presence in
all five Maine State Adult correctional facilities since 1828.
The Maine State Prison Showroom in Thomaston has been
operating for over 80 years. In
an email correspondence with
The Echo, Maine Prison Industries manager Ken Lindsey
discussed the specific qualities of the program that make

it revolutionary.
“Woodworking is very
unique for a maximum security correctional facility,”
Lindsey said, “We have over
7,000 tools that are checked
daily. We also have helped
other states with setting up
small product building. We
have sent proto-types and
building standards to New
Mexico’s DOC as they wanted to start building some
small novelties and we were
glad to help.”
Lindsey went on to describe the popularity of the
program among inmates,
and competitive application
process it requires. “The industry’s positions are coveted and highly sought out,”
Lindsey said, “Just like in the
outside world, inmates turn
in an application, they need
approval from the Unit management Team to be eligible.
Inmates need to be taking
any anger management, substance abuse counseling and
working with education on
their GED and many inmates
in our program are also taking college classes.”
The Maine State Prison
in Warren is home to this
unique woodworking program, while other correctional facilities around the
state house their own craft industries. “We normally have
140 inmates plus or minus
at any given time working in
the program [in Warren], 100
plus are working in the wood-

Courtesy of Maine State Prison Showroom
The Maine State Prison Showroom in Thomaston Maine offers wooden crafts and knick
knacks to shoppers at a reasonable price. All items are made by Maine inmates, as a
part of a nearly 200 year long industries program present in all five Maine State prisons.

shop while others participate in the Upholstery Shop,
Finishing Shop, Machine
Shop and Stockroom.” Lindsey said, “We work with the
Maine Correctional Center
in Windham, their craft room
builds one of a kind pieces of
furniture. We also work with
the women’s facility at MCC,
they make candles that we sell
at the showroom.”
In the video released by
the Maine State Prison,
Bob Walden, a warden at
the Maine State Prison in
Warren, went into greater
depth about the finances of

the showroom. “Statewide,
we take in an average of
about $1.9 million a year,
which offsets any expenses
so we are a primarily selfsupportive based on that,”
said Walden. “In turn, unlike a private business,
we’re not looking to turn a
profit, we are looking to reinvest the money right back
into the program, and increase more jobs and more
work opportunities.”
For both Walden and
Lindsey, however, the
greatest accomplishment
of the industries pro-
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Connecting with an ex-mule: Colby Club Spotlight
Club
dropout turned trucker delights TheandBrewing
Roosevelt
Insitute set to
audience with new autobiography make a splash
By James Burrnett
Reporter

Does professional truck
driver turned author Finn
Murphy regret dropping out
of Colby after three years
here? Not one bit: “for me
at the time, I had taken as
much as I was willing to take.
It was the right decision in
terms of my life. I’ve never
looked back from that.”
After
dropping
out,
Murphy covered more
than a million miles as a
long-haul trucker and then
wrote a book—The Long
Haul: A Trucker’s Tales to
Life on the Road—which
was published this year
by W.M Norton. The Denver Post’s Jason Blevins
describes Murphy’s memoirs as “a rare fascinating
glimpse into the lives of
big-rig pilots and the people they move… The Long
Haul beguiles readers with
wit, wisdom, and observations born from decades in
transit.” The book is both
deeply personable and uproariously
entertaining,
just like Murphy himself.
Murphy told the Echo
about some of his formative
experiences at Colby, such
as his freshman year JanPlan stay at a Virginia commune. Because he grew up
in a strict Catholic household, Murphy was drawn to
philosophical ideas of antiauthoritarianism in college.
After studying the commune however, he quickly
realized that “whatever patina a social organization
puts on itself, it doesn’t really matter that much” since
Murphy believes society’s
true ailment—authoritarianism—plagues both collectivist and individualist
societies alike.
Murphy holds strong
beliefs on the topic of authoritarianism. His favorite book is 1984 by George
Orwell because Orwell “describes
authoritarianism
not in terms of -isms but
in terms of who is in control of someone else.” Murphy innately views authority figures with distrust.
“When somebody tells you
they’re doing something
for your own good, check
the premises. Then double
check the premises. They
may be doing it for your
own good, but most people

only care about their own
agendas.” So what’s the
solution to this problem?
“Eternal vigilance for freedom is the only thing that
halfway works. Looking
for panaceas, looking for
utopian social order is the
road to authoritarianism.”
In fact, Murphy was
drawn to the trucking industry precisely because of
the freedom it offered him
from authority figures. As
Murphy explains, “I’m not
against rules, I’m against
dumb rules.” Between his
views on authority figures
and his deeply-held belief
in the American dream,
Murphy decided that dropping out of Colby was the
right thing to do, despite
the protests of his parents.
Although he’s happy with
his decision, Murphy admits that trucking does not
offer total freedom from
authority. “Every time I
stop for a meal, every time
I fart I’ve gotta put it in
my logbooks to send to the
Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration.”
Now, Murphy is more
disillusioned by the concept of the American dream
than when he dropped out
of college. “Here’s what I
know now: I did not know
all the gifts I had been
given from my family: the
education I received before
Colby, the education I received at Colby. I wanted to
be the working-class hero
starting from the bottom.
The thing is, I didn’t actu-

ally start from the bottom.”
In fact, when he dropped
out of Colby, Murphy “didn’t
even know I was starting
at a different point in life
[than most people]. There
are millions of people who
think they’ve pulled themselves from their bootstraps
and they don’t even realize the leg-up they’ve had.”
Knowing this now however,
Murphy explained that “if
there’s anything I want to
see change in terms of the
social fabric of America, everyone needs to get a leg-up
from the beginning. Why
don’t we all just understand
that we’re not starting from
the same line?”
37 years after he dropped
out, Murray still has fond
memories of Colby. Specifically, Murray appreciates the College’s academic
rigor and even compared
it to the trucking industry: “Colby academics set
an unwavering standard
based on merit. It’s like on
a moving van, you either
execute the work or you
don’t. There’s no room for
equivocation or excuses. It
either gets done or doesn’t
get done.” Furthermore,
when Murphy chose to
travel across the United
States working as a longhaul mover for his junior
year Jan Plan experience,
he said he “didn’t see any
judgement” of his Jan Plan
choice from students and
faculty. “I love the Jan Plan
for that and I’m so happy
that they’re still doing it.”

Coutesy of Kevin Snyder Photography
Colby dropout Finn Murphy, pictured above, recently released an autobiography detailing his experience as a professional big-rig trucker.
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By Hannah Southwhick
Staff Writer

When students have a finger on the pulse of current
policy, social trends, and
commerce, it can broaden
perspective and foster a
deeper connection with the
surrounding
community.
Two of the new clubs recently
approved by the Student Government Association (SGA),
Colby Brewing Club and the
Colby Chapter of the Roosevelt Institute, both allow
students to interact with and
understand the surrounding
area in unique ways.
Colby
Brewing
Club,
founded by Evan Dwyer ’18
and Tyler Macdonald ’18,
seeks to give Colby students
an opportunity to engage
with local breweries and
learn more about the brewing process.
“We are hoping to have a
tour or a tasting once a month
and just try to get some connection with the Maine brew
scene,” said Macdonald. “It’s
an opportunity to get people
to these local breweries and
fermenters.”
For Dwyer, an interest in
brewing stemmed from his
experience in a brewing club
while studying abroad in
New Zealand.
“They had amazing facilities to brew and that was the
first time I ever brewed beer,”
recounted Dwyer. “I loved it
and ever since then I started
wanting to learn more and
more about the processes
behind brewing and what
makes good beer or bad beer.”
In addition to exploring
local breweries, Dwyer and
Macdonald are hoping to
find brew space so that students will be able to develop
their own brewing skills. The
club will not be limited to
beer, and will allow students
to cultivate an interest in any
area of brewing.
“The main thing we’re
trying to get out of it is the
skills to be able to experiment with different recipes and sort of understand
what the different parts of
the brewing process do,”
said Dwyer. “Another reason I really wanted to create
this club was sharing each
other’s experiences in brewing…to be able to give feedback to improve your own
brewing skills.”
Dwyer and Macdonald
also plan on partnering with
skilled local brewers for instruction and mentorship.
They have reached out to
several area brewers, including one who will be opening
a brewery in Waterville.
“Something that we’re really pushing for is to have
these brewers who own successful breweries give us advice,” explained Macdonald.
“We are really excited about
that and we are hoping to get
some enthusiasm.”

Macdonald also stressed
the value of the club as a way
to learn more about the hospitality industry and business ownership.
“One of the really important things we’re able to do is
connect with local businesses
in the Waterville and Maine
area, and that’s something
that we don’t really have on
campus yet,” said Macdonald.
“We don’t have anywhere
for students to go and talk
about what it’s like to own
your own small business or
run a successful business like
a brewery,” Macdonald continued, “You don’t necessarily
have to want to start a brewery to get some important
questions answered.”
While brewing and tastings
will be limited to students 21
and older, all are welcome to
join and to attend tours and
other events. Contact Dwyer (erdwyer@colby.edu), or
Macdonald (tyler.Macdonald@colby.edu) for more information or to join the club’s
email list.
Another recently approved
club on campus, the Colby
Chapter of the Roosevelt Institute, also seeks to engage
students with the community. The club is connected
to the Roosevelt Institute, a
national non-profit organization that encourages critical
thinking about local policy to
inspire change.
Founded by Ian Baum ’20,
the club will be the first chapter of the Roosevelt Institute
at any Maine college.
“The Roosevelt Institute
is a national network of
over 140 campuses across
the country, which includes
over 10,000 students,” explained Baum. “The goal is
to train students in how to
use public policy to make
progressive change in their
communities.”
An economics and government major, Baum was
drawn to the mission of the
Roosevelt Institute and partnered with the club’s faculty
advisor, Professor of Economics Patrice Franko, to
bring it to Colby.
“I thought it would be a
great thing to bring here
considering our strong social science programs,” said
Baum. “I think [it will be
well suited to] anybody who
is really interested in having

a very results-oriented public
policy and achieving public
policy victories for progressive causes.”
Since the club is tied to a
national organization, a curriculum is provided to guide
students in writing public
policy and there will be opportunities for students to
get published in Roosevelt
Institute’s policy journal.
“They basically teach you
how to research and write
policy, and then the second
half of the year they teach
you how to map institutions
and look at stakeholders and
assess how changes can best
be made,” explained Baum.
Although a framework is
provided, the College chapter has autonomy to choose
what actions they want to
take. After the first meeting
last week, possible initiatives
include encouraging Colby
students to vote and getting
involved with state, local, and
campus policies.
“A lot of times there are
things done at the local and
state level that really have
a direct impact on people’s
lives but get overshadowed
nationally,”
commented
Baum. “And the Roosevelt
Institute’s national philosophy is that they want you to
be able to be versed in public policy, but they also want
something actionable.”
The slogan of the Roosevelt Institute “reimagine the
rules,” reinforces the organization’s creative approach to
influencing local policy.
“I think ‘reimagine the
rules’ is really about innovation and thinking outside the
box in terms of solutions,”
Baum said.
This year Baum plans
to listen to the interests of
members to determine more
specific goals for policy work
and customize the curriculum. He will also continue to
coordinate with the regional
and national heads of the
Roosevelt Institute as Colby’s
chapter develops.
“Roosevelt Institute gives
you a real process for writing policy and making
change in a way that I think
really separates it from other clubs,” Baum said. “Because it’s a national network
we know what we’re doing
works because it has worked
in other places.”

Courtesy of Peter Brown
Colby Brewing Club co-founders Evan Dwyer ‘18 (right) and Tyler Macdonald ‘18 (left) seek to connect students with breweries in Central Maine.

Halloween weekend with the folks: awkward or awesome?
By Claire Borecki
Staff Writer

As an October chill creeps
over campus, Colby students
are beginning to prep for winter. With Patagonia fleeces out
and the first round of midterms coming to a close, the
first cold-weather holiday approaches: Halloween.
Colby students have been
known to celebrate Halloween
with an assortment of creative
shenanigans. In 2016, at the
height of the attacking-clown
crisis, an unknown student in
Williams placed clown puppets all over their dorm, giving some residents a bit of a
scare during drowsy morning
walks to the bathroom.
One of those students was
Tahj Brown `20, who remembers another incident as well.
“On Frat Row, some guys took
a pumpkin outside a girl’s
dorm and threw it out the
second floor boy’s bathroom
window,” he said, “Then he lit
fireworks from inside of it.”
This year, the mood on campus may be slightly different. If
a pumpkin explodes at a party,
there’s a good chance someone’s parents will be watching. The coinciding dates of
Homecoming and Halloween
weekend has generated some
buzz on campus, and students
are approaching it from different angles.
“I’m showing them the door
at 6:00 p.m.,” said one Hillside
dweller (who asked that his
name be removed for fear his
parents would pick up a copy
of The Echo). Others were

quick to point out the common parent’s weekend sight of
fathers at apartment parties,
presumably attempting to relive their college glory days.
This isn’t the first time an
administrative scheduling decision has left Colby students
scratching their heads. Last
year’s Accepted Students Weekend took place on April 20, a
day used by many to celebrate
marijuana. Visiting high school
students are generally supervised and told to avoid any
drugs or alcohol, a prospect
unlikely to have taken place
on that particular day in April
(although some freshmen will
cheerily recount that weekend
as a deciding factor in their college decision-making process).
However, it is likely that
the unease caused by this
scheduling conflict actually
has nothing to do with Halloween (with the exception
of the need to hide one’s sexy
nurse costume from the folks).
What’s more likely is that
many Colby students will see
two spheres of their lives, kept
carefully separate, suddenly
collide—a stressful possibility,
with or without costumes.
When students step on
campus for the first time, they
enter a culture of moral, emotional and social chaos. They
no longer have family and old
friends nearby to tell them
how to proceed, so they set
their own boundaries.
But sometimes, students
draw a line between right
and wrong that would hardly sit well with parents who
foot the bill. Although this

may not completely describe
Colby, national statistics create a narrative: 39 percent of
college students have gone
binge drinking at least once
in the previous month. Half
of them use illicit drugs. One
in four students has an STD,
according to one survey, while
another shows a discrepancy
between how male and female
students understand sexual
relationships: 66 percent of
women say they are in a “committed” partnership, while
only 38 percent of men say so.
It is often a culture shock
for incoming students, nevermind parents; and as with
the rest of the NESCAC and
other schools across the nation, the parties taking place
over Halloween will hardly be
representative of Colby’s highranking academic culture.
For every dad who mills
about
the
apartments,
cracking jokes and reminiscing about a time at Colby long before the NESCAC
story, there will be another
set of parents who still believe little Johnny is spending his Saturday nights
playing trivial pursuit in the
Mary Low Coffeehouse.
And parents, to an extent,
have a right to be concerned
about the Colby “play harder” mentality. The occasional sightings of ambulances
transporting students on
weekends could be alarming
to an outsider; so could the
frankly blatant disregard for
the “smoke-free campus” and
hard alcohol ban.
Colby’s party culture can

be remarkably safe, but is still
flooded with issues most students—and probably administrators—would prefer not be
displayed to parents or trustees. Even some of Colby’s best
efforts to create a better weekend environment for students
may not be living up to administrator’s hopes. The ban
on hard liquor aims to reduce
binge drinking, but research
on whether such bans are effective is limited. A survey
conducted by The Dartmouth
found that 85 percent of stu-

have a history of bad behavior
surrounding special events, on
and off campus. In 2004, when
then-President Adams announced Doghead had been
cancelled and students would
be punished for participating,
mass vandalism broke out on
campus. Adams sent an email
detailing the destruction: “students broke thousands of dollars worth of windows, threw
a chair out of a dorm window
and through Associate Dean
Cecilia Stanton’s windshield,
overturned a valuable outdoor

When students step on campus for the first time, they enter a culture of moral, emotional, and social chaos.
dents said they had consumed
hard alcohol since Dartmouth’s ban took effect, and
it’s likely that among drinkers at Colby, the numbers are
similar. There is also the dangers of pre-gaming with hard
alcohol behind closed doors to
hide the illicit substances from
security enforcing the ban;
drinking hard alcohol heavily
in such a short time can only
contribute to weekly ambulance sightings.
Although it is quite likely
Colby will not be handling a
PR disaster after Halloween
weekend, Colby students do

sculpture at the museum, did
other damage, and chanted
obscenities on the library
steps.” Even further back,
when fraternities were first
eliminated at Colby, angry fraternity brothers held a bonfire
and destroyed much of their
own furniture on Frat Row. In
May of 2016, over graduation
weekend, a party resulted in
an arrest, a dumpster fire, and
objects thrown at emergency
responders. In 2013, students
were charged with forgery and
possession of alcohol by consumption after they rented a
school bus for an off-campus

party and were then pulled
over for speeding.
Although crazy incidents
have yet to come to light this
academic year, the Echo has
already published articles
discussing huge numbers of
transports, especially among
the freshman class.
Considering all of these
incidents as a whole, Colby still has a remarkably
safe weekend culture. Students drink and party in
an environment where sick
students are easily and efficiently provided with the
help they need, and it is
usually safe to walk home
at night. But as long as
there exists something to
be ashamed about, students
will continue to marvel at
the perceived audacity of
the College’s scheduling.
And outside of this shame?
It is not quite as bad as being transported, but many
Colby students would be
hard pressed to tell their parents about the vodka under
their roommate’s bed, their
impromptu hookup, or their
slightly risqué Halloween costume. Unfortunately (and regardless of Halloween) Colby
will never be able to prevent
the uncomfortableness of letting one’s parents into their
social life right at the age when
Colby students are doing their
best to become adults. It is an
awkward, tumultuous process.
So hide the liquor, hide
the costume, and take your
parents out to dinner. What
they do not know can’t hurt
them, right?
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On the hunt for inspiration
B Y C HARLOTTE M ARRATTA
A&E Reporter

Colby
alumnus
and
Portland, Ore. native Foster Huntington ’10, had a
short-lived career in the
New York City fashion industry. After about a year
and a half of working for
Ralph Lauren, Huntington
realized that the corporate
world was not for him. He
wanted to be outdoors, travelling, and taking photos. In
July of 2011, Huntington
quit his job in New York
and bought a van using the
money HarperCollins had
given him to make a book
out of his blog, The Burning
House. The Burning House
is a collection of personal
posts that answer the question, if your house was on
fire what would you take?
While The New York Times
praised his work as “Fascinating… provocative,” Huntington set out to travel the
country in his van, camping, hiking, and surfing, for
the next three years. “It was
everything I wanted it to be
and more,” he told The New
York Times.
Huntington managed to
make a living thanks to his

artistic documentation of
his travels. His Instagram,
@fosterhunting, which now
has one million followers,
became a creative outlet for
photographs and videos of
his adventures. His photographs capture the beauty
and simplicity of living on
the road, and with the inauguration of the #vanlife,
Huntington went viral. In
2014, Huntington published, Home is Where You
Park It, a compilation of his
photographs. On Oct 10 of
this year Huntington came
out with his fourth book,
Van Life: Your Home on the
Road, which is not just a
compilation of his own photographs, but of the photographs and stories of other
nomads like himself. Van
Life: Your Home on the Road
showcases the tranquility
and freedom of life on the
road through photographs
of vehicles parked amid various wilderness settings.
After three years of travel,
Huntington decided to set
up a home base in Washington near the Columbia River
Gorge. “I could’ve bought
a house,” Huntington told
The New York Times. But
instead he built a treehouse,

which he calls the Cinder
Cone. His complex consists
of two tree houses, one he
calls the Octagon, where
he sleeps, and one he calls
the Studio, where he works
on various projects. The
two tree houses are connected by a bridge and the
complex, nestled in the sky,
appears to be magically
afloat. The property also
boasts a of a skate bowl and
a hot tub, which Huntington also built with the help
of his friends. He created a
short film and is currently
working on a book, both illustrating the process of the
Cinder Cone’s creation.
Seven months ago, Huntington and friends began
shooting their first stop
motion film at their studio,
Movie Mountain. In an Instagram post, Huntington
writes, “The idea for Movie
Mountain is to make stuff
for the places that people
actually watch things these
days and take chances with
these new mediums aesthetically, technically and
structurally in ways that
Hollywood and streaming
services are not doing.” Released this fall, Pool Scum is
a series of three episodes set

Courtesy of instagram.com/fosterhunting
Huntington’s Instagram features his adventures, including artful shots of outdoor living and clips of his movie projects.

in California in the 1980’s.
The scene is a hot California
day. Three characters, two
with skateboards, gather
on the concrete surrounding an empty pool covered
in graffiti. Beyond the pool
deck are mountains and
trees. The character without a skateboard spins an
empty beer bottle, which
comes to a stop pointing at
the man with long, frizzy
black hair, rendering him
up first in a skateboarding
battle. The attention paid
to sound, music, and visual detail throughout the
series is undeniable. “For

each shot, a puppet is attached to a metal armature
and moved around set, every subtle movement is
animated by hand and then
photographed by a DSLR
on a computer controlled
arm and then compiled on
Aftereffects,” Huntington
writes in an Instagram post explaining the films’ production.
Huntington’s artistic and
creative abilities seem to
have no limit. He’s a photographer. He’s a writer.
He’s a filmmaker. His popularity has spread across all
forms of social media platforms and he has made a

successful career out of doing what he loves and having fun with it. Whether it
be the travel blog, A Restless Transplant, which he
started in 2008 while he
was still a student at Colby,
Vimeo, Tumblr, Facebook,
or Instagram, Huntington’s documentation of his
life and his creations is
spectacular, inspiring, and
inventive. And it’s only
just beginning.
The Echo reached out to
Huntington and hopes to
interview him for more
information on his current projects.

Just what can you do with an art major?
BY NINA OLEYNIK
Associate Editor

Each fall, studio art and
art history majors have the
opportunity to take a networking trip to a city of
the faculty’s choice, generously endowed by Alan
Mirken ’51. This year’s trip
was to New York City and
took place over fall break.
The nine students were accompanied by three faculty
members, Ankeny Weitz of
the art history department,
Bradley Borthwick, a professor of sculpture, and Anna
Fan ’15, the Assistant for
Special Projects at the Colby
College Museum of Art.
Art history major John
Egner ’18 said, “It was an
engaging and insightful
trip that allowed us seniors
to get a glimpse of all the
possible avenues for an art
world career.”
New York’s bustling art
economy was evident in the
passionate art professionals
the students met with over
the four days in the city.
Some highlights of the trip
included a chat with Katherine Gagnon ’11, an artist and gallery director on
the Upper East Side, a visit
to the Noguchi Museum in
Queens, a tour of Peter Soriano’s P’16 studio in Long Island City and a meeting with
Maria Bowe ’15 at Christie’s
auction house.
Students also had the opportunity to visit the conservation lab at the Whitney
Museum for American Art
in Chelsea. There, students
also had the chance to speak
with head conservator Carol
Mancusi-Ungaro, along with
other members on the staff
working exclusively with the
Whitney’s collection to repair and preserve works of
art. Mancusi-Ungaro said
she actively pulls from three

categories in day-to-day operations – equal parts chemistry, artistic talent and art
history knowledge. This was
a side of the art world that
many students had never
been exposed to before. Students had the added benefit
of being able to step inside
the Peter and Paula Lunder
lab where works are physically washed, adjusted and
matched for pigments. Nora
Hill ’18 said of this portion
of the trip, “This was definitely my favorite meeting,
in large part because I’ve
read a number of articles for
different courses about some
of the creative and theoretically challenging conservation work they’ve done
there in recent years.” The
students also had the chance
to wander around the museum beforehand, exploring
several exhibits of note such
as “Calder: Hypermobility”
and “An Incomplete History
of Protest: Selections from
The Whitney’s Collection,
1940-2017.”
Another avenue that students explored were careers
in art law and arts communications. They first stopped at
the office of Goldman Sachs to
meet with Meg Dodge ’08, Senior Vice President of Estate
Services. Dodge discussed her
decision to pursue law after
graduating from Colby with
a dual degree in Art History
and Government, and how
her job now perfectly embodies how she had hoped
to incorporate art into her
career. Directly following
this meeting, the students
headed back to Midtown to
meet with two employees at
Polskin Arts, an art communications firm representing
cultural institutions such as
the Colby College Museum
of Art. These two intriguing
yet different visits offered
the students ideas of art-

related career paths that are
outside of the box, or atypical compared to strictly museum work.
Katie Ryan ’18, another
art history major said of the
trip: “The Mirken trip was a
great experience and opened
my eyes to so many different
careers in the arts.” She went
on to say, “All of the alumni
we met with were so willing
to talk with us and help us
figure out our next steps after graduation.”
For an “off ” day on Sunday, the students along
with their professors were
given a private tour of the
High Line, a 1.45-mile-long
park raised up above street
level. The students delved
deep into the park’s history
as told by a fiery New York
City native/tour guide. This
space, formally a railroad,
had been completely reimagined in the late 1990’s
to serve as an integration
of nature and art. The tour
guide mentioned that all the
art along the High Line is
curated by a single woman
with weather-friendly artworks in mind – all works
woven into the High Line
were specifically designed
to be in a garden setting.
From the perspective of a
studio art major, Rachel Bird
’18 said, “The Mirken trip
was a lot of fun, but it was
also useful in that it opened
my eyes to the huge variety of career paths that are
open to students with an art
background. Growing up,
I had thought that the only
ways to have art involved in
a career was to be an artist,
but in this trip we met with
people in professions ranging from estate lawyers to
arts marketing specialists,
and they all found ways to
focus on art and incorporate it into their careers.”
She continued, “The trip as

a whole definitely helped relieve some of the post-grad
‘will I get a job’ anxiety a lot
of us were feeling, and for
me personally it was also inspiring to see all the different options.”
The trip ended on a positive note: mingling and
networking with alumni,
parents and friends of the
art department at Galerie
Lelong. The Associate Director Liz Bower ’08, another Colby alum, offered
yet another glimpse into a
New York City art world position. On view was work by
Lin Tianmiao’s work, a contemporary Chinese installation artist, whose embroidery work filled the space
in a unique way, allowing
participants to walk in and
on it, interacting intimately
with it.
Overall this trip was an
excellent opportunity to
make valuable connections within the ColbyNew York network, but as
a residual effect, it was reassuring to many students
who are becoming increasingly anxious about securing a job post-grad.
Hill reflected this sentiment by noting: “For me, the
most valuable aspect of the
trip was the wide range of
professions we encountered
- I feel like we got great exposure to the many different
opportunities we’ll have after graduating with a degree
in art.”
I want to personally
thank the family of Alan
Mirken who provided this
wonderful opportunity, as
well as Leslie Rubin and
Jane Zenker, daughters of
Alan Mirken who joined us
for the last day of the networking trip. Without them
and the guidance of our
professors, this trip would
not be possible.

Pen to Paper : Dark light in the sky
BY ELLA PARK

Contributing Writer
An overlook of how society
creates miscommunication of
people (stars) with Father (Sun)
and moving towards Mother
(Moon) hurts and affects life
(sky). In the end, stars need
society to cooperate and work
and dream together as one.
This poem is about balance

between light and dark to understand and cooperate with
each other.
Children of the Sky
Sun and Moon arose from
the womb
Glittering stars blind in
applause
Sun and Moon fated to
the tomb

Stars elapsed in what is
and was
Sun rained golden tears of
light from the sky
Shedding light of inevitable
gloom
His golden tears flooded
stars left to die
Rather stars never seen fully
in bloom

Moon blew silver crisps of
wind down below
Liberating and cooling tears
of boiling Sun
Her wild twisters froze stars
without the know
Of frosting stars dying of
coldness till none
Stars’ light dim and suffer
Between rivalry of father
and mother

Courtesy of Nina Oleynik
Socrates Sculpture Park is home to many weather-friendly art pieces such
as Tanda Francis’ Take Me With You (2017) as part of their annual exhibition

Courtesy of Nina Oleynik
Nearly every wall in Astoria is filled with street art, bursting with color. Students passed this mural after enjoying a group lunch at Astoria Provisions.

Have a piece of fiction, nonfiction,
or poetry you want published in a
newspaper? Submit to Pen to Paper
by e-mailing wcwalkey@colby.edu or
mkschrei@colby.edu and get in next
week’s “Echo.”
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Rugby fails to maintain their undefeated title of their season
By Katie Kelley
Staff Writer

Though fans initially
struggled to find the new
rugby fields down the hill
from Colby’s central campus, that didn’t stop cheering families and friends
from coming out in full
force for the regular season’s men’s division championship game. Both Colby and the University of
Maine-Farmington entered
Saturday’s game with an undefeated record, making for
high emotions all around.
Colby needed a win or a
draw for a first place seed in
the championships, something that seemed probable
given their strength during
the season.
Scrum half Griffin Stevens ’20 commented on the
thought process and mental preparation of the team
going into the game this
week, “We tried to treat this
game like any other game.
But we were excited about
the possibility of having
an undefeated season. We
knew this game was going
to be our biggest challenge
of the season, with both
teams having a guaranteed
spot in playoffs and fight-

ing for a home game.”
The game started quickly,
players and fans alike buoyed
by the good weather and energetic atmosphere. Independent circles were formed on
either side of the field, where
both teams began to chant
and hype up their starting
lineup. Off of the first kick by
UMF, Colby formed a scrum
on the right side. The pace
of the game was set a notch
higher than most, with real
stakes laid out on the table.
It took both teams a while to
settle into their style of play,
with several high tackles and
missed opportunities in the
first part of the half. Stevens
started strong at scrum half,
with consistent passes to the
back line and clear communication.
More rugby fans, friends,
and parents slowly trickled
in over the course of the first
half, leading to rousing applause for strong plays and
choruses of groans when
there was disagreement over
a call. UMF first scored in
the ninth minute, frustrating
the Colby players and coaching staff. They would score
twice more before the half
ended, but missed the conversion on the last try, giving them a score of 19 going

into the break. Both the second and third tries seemed
somewhat inevitable, as the
Beavers settled
into the
pace of the game faster than
the Mules and spent most of
the half within 22 yards of
Colby’s try zone. Colby took
the opportunities that they
were given however, scoring
with moments to go before
the half. Lucas Graham ’19
looked strong on conversion
kicks all game, and this one
was no different, making the
score at halftime 19-7.
Going into the second
half, UMF players could
be heard shouting subtle
taunts at the Colby lineup,
which certainly seemed
to fire up the Mules. They
started the half with two
strong breakaways, one
from Sam Swain ’19 and the
other from Graham. Both
were ultimately shut down
by the UMF forward line,
but seemed to bring energy
to the Mules, including the
players on the sidelines.
Four minutes in, Colby
scored a try, evening the
score to 19-14. Suddenly,
the game looked closer and
more evenly matched. UMF
rallied to score ten minutes
later, but Colby nullified it
moments later in the 15th

minute of the second half.
Graham
was
widely
praised for a strong game by
many members of his team.
He noted that he “had no
regrets [about the game] as
[he] left everything on the
field” but was quick to praise
his teammates first. “We lost
players due to injuries and
absences but it’s really good
to know that people are
ready to fill in those gaps.
Phil Kim and Jay Moore ’18
also picked up their first
tries, which is always great
to see.” The depth of the
team was readily apparent,
with frookies stepping up to
important roles.
With eight minutes to go,
and after a lengthy struggle
in the 22-yard box, Colby
scored again, evening the
score to 24-24, after Graham missed the conversion
by what seemed like inches.
In what turned into an intense second half, the Beavers were awarded a penalty
kicked with four minutes to
go. If they had put it away,
this would likely have ended the game. However, the
usually consistent number
three UMF missed wide,
shocking spectators and
sending the Colby players
into a frenzy.

With less than two minutes to go, Aidan Cyr ’20
broke open down the sideline, sprinting over 50
yards and dodging UMF
forwards left and right.
He celebrated as he ran
over the try line, pumping
his left fist in the air. The
game seemed to be over.
It appeared certain that
Colby would walk away
with a victory. However,
after the clock ran out on
the board, the referee continued play. Over five minutes were added, though it
was difficult to determine
when or why that decision
was made. In that time,
UMF was able to score
twice more, leveling with
and then pulling in front
of Colby. Moments after
their second try, the referee
called the game.
Colby fans and players
alike were left stunned and
slightly confused about the
extra time added on. UMF
went home with the victory
and as division champions.
Cyr reflected on the final
result, “We were mad we let
that kind of an opportunity
slip away. We hurt ourselves
with mental errors that in a
close game like that can really do damage. The players

who came in for the first
time were a huge bright spot
for us which was a great silver lining to the day.” Consistent across the team was
an attitude of positivity:
despite the negative result,
the future seems bright for
Colby men’s rugby. Graham
noted that “the game yesterday really shows how a rugby match is not over till the
final whistle. Three minutes
before the end we were in
the lead. That’s part of what
makes the game beautiful.”
Stevens mentioned that
the team is already looking
to the future, and hopes to
put this game behind them
while using it as motivation: “Next weekend we
will be headed to playoffs.
We’ve got a chip on our
shoulder and we’re planning on coming home with
a victory. We’re hoping we
get to play UMF again, because we’ve definitely got
something to prove.” Next
weekend, Colby heads to
Worcester, MA, to battle
Holy Cross in their first
playoff game. Going into
that matchup, the Mules
will look to improve both
the number of penalties
conceded and their communication as a team.

Courtesy of Colby College
Aidan Cyr ’ 20 celebrates an impressive 50 yard sprint down the field. Cyr’s play was critical for the Mules. While they were up for the majority of the second half, an unclear call on the referee’s behalf caused UMF to leave the
game victorious. The team was hoping to continue their undefeated season and compete in the Championships. However, this loss will keep them from doing so. The team did have a great overall season, and there is a
lot of great potential for seasons to come.
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We’re Hiring!
The Echo is looking for one paid
Copy Editor.
If interested, please email
mkschrei@colby.edu
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Weekend recap with the Mules College celebrates ground breaking
By Kyle Murray

Contributing Writer
This week the Mules faced a difficult array of opposition. Ultimately, only Women’s Volleyball would
come away with a win. Many
Colby teams will play their final
games of the season in the coming
weeks. Men’s Soccer, Men’s rugby
and Women’s rugby kept their seasons alive and will face elimination
games this week. Men’s and Women’s cross country are optimistic
as they prepare for the NESCAC
Championship this week.
In a difficult on the road matchup against Hamilton, the Football
team lost 27 to 24. After attaining
a 17-0 lead in the first 22 minutes
of play, Hamilton fired back with
three touchdowns at the end of the
second quarter. In the second Half,
the Hamilton Continentals gained
the lead and held on to it. There
were several promising takeaways
from Saturday’s game. With 242
passing yards, 94 rushing yards
and 24 points, this was the most
productive offensive game for the

Mules. Mark Snyder ’18 caught
seven passes for 99 yards and a pair
of touchdowns while Jake Schwern
’18 had 10 receptions for 57 yards,
49 rushing yards and a touchdown.
Freshman, Jack O’Brien had a
strong performance, throwing for
242 yards and rushing for 44. Kicker, John Baron ’18 was named NESCAC special teams player of the
week after nailing a 40 yard field
goal on Saturday. Come Support
Colby football at 1:00 p.m. this Saturday against Bates. Women’s soccer faced a tough matchup against
Hamilton this Saturday, losing 2-0.
Shannon Gray’s ’21 demonstrated
her defensive prowess with 13
saves. Ultimately it was not enough
to stop the Continentals. This week,
Women’s soccer will play at Bates
on Tuesday Oct. 24. With a record
of 4-8-2, this will be the final game
of the season for Women’s Soccer.
Men’s soccer also experienced a
tough week with road losses of 1-0
at Bowdoin on Tuesday Oct. 17
and 2-0 at Hamilton on Saturday
Oct. 21. Mens Soccer hopes to improve upon their record of 6-5-1 at
home against Bates on Wednesday

The Cheap Seats

Courtesy of Colby Athletics
In this edition of The Cheap Seats, we sit
down with Men’s Crew Dan Koo to learn
more about his rainy day activities
and his idols.

By Aidan Cyr

Staff Writer
Echo (E): You were two minutes late for this interview,
why?
Dan Koo (D) : I was watching a Gordon Ramsay video on Youtube.

Oct. 25. The Mules will need a tie
in order to advance to the playoffs.
Women’s Volleyball won at
Bridgewater State, 3-1, their second win in a row after a four game
loss streak. With a record of 5-13,
Women’s volleyball hopes to put
up wins and develop talent in the
coming weeks. A dense schedule
faces them this week with away
games on Tuesday Oct. 24 at
Maine Maritime, Friday Oct. 27
and Saturday Oct. 28 at Amherst.
At Rowan Inter-Regional Border
Battle this week in Rowan NJ,
Cait Lawlor ’19 finished fifth out
of 239. Womens cross country
placed eigth out of 26 teams supported by strong performances
from Hannah Springhorn ’18 and
Sophia Gorman ’21. Benard Kibet ‘18 led the Men’s team with a
time of 25:35 over the 6000 meter
course. He was followed by Emmanuel Cheruiyot ’21 with a time
of 25:43 and Noel Feeney 26:02,
placing the Mules 12th out of 28
teams. Colby Cross-Country faces
its greatest challenge yet this week
at the NESCAC Championship at
Bates on Saturday.

Courtesy of Colby College
This past weekend was the official ground breaking on the new athletic center project. This project will
be a massive undertaking for the College in hopes of elevating the athletic programs. This 350,000 square
foot building is planned to open in the Fall of 2020. Read more on pg. 1.

Continentals takle Mules
By Ben Woollcott
Contributing Writer

This past Saturday, field
hockey had their final
regular season game away
against Hamilton. Unfortunately, the Mules were
not able to keep up with
the fast-scoring Continentals. In the end, Colby gave
Hamilton their final regular season win as Hamilton
closes with a 9-5 record.
The game started off slow
until 18 minutes in, when
Hamilton’s Tatiana Bradley ’19 scored her first goal
of the day and fifth of the
season. Colby responded
during the 30th minute
with a rebound goal by forward Eleanor Fitzgerald
’19. Fitzgerald’s shot was
a sucessful rebound from
Merrill Reed’s ’19 initial
shot. Her rebound was able
to tie the game off. This was
Fitzgerald’s third goal of the
season. During the second

period the Continentals
were unstoppable with two
more goals by Bradley. The
Mules were unable to put
another score on the board,
ultimately losing 1-3. In
their next meeting, the Colby team will need to focus
on slowing down Hamilton’s high-powered offense.
One of the most valuable
players of the game for Colby was goalie Riley Whitmyer ’19 who had a strong
eight saves. In comparison,
Julia Booth for the Continentals only had four saves
against the Mules. Hamilton’s MVP was Bradley,
who scored all of her team’s
goals.
The Mules are now tied
for seventh in the league
along with Bates and Trinity. The Mules have been
fighting for a spot in the
playoffs as only eight teams
will advance. This means
that either Colby, Bates, or
Trinity will not advance.

D: 6’4” on a good day.
E: Weight?

#4

E: Heart size?
D: Comparable to a lion.
E: How is rowing going?
D: It’s good, it’s fun, I didn’t think I would come here
and row in a boat, but, I mean, here I am.
E: Rumblings that you are Rookie of the Year?
Thoughts?

D: Pizza and fries, it’s just like so consistently decent
that I know like no matter how bad or good my day is
I’ll get the same stuff from there every time.
E: What does one do during rowing practice?
D: Row, um, stretch, drink water, stay quiet, mostly
row.
E: Who is your idol?
D: I would probably have to say Tom Hanks, if you
can play Forrest Gump you can do anything.
E: Who is probably Tom Hanks idol?
D: Maybe God, cause I mean Tom Hanks is already
pretty up there.
E: Given your recent outbreak on the rowing team,
would you consider yourself an idol?
D: No, I think my idol on rowing right now is prob
ably Pen Hallowell ’21.

Courtesy of Colby College

Sport: Volleyball
Position: Opposite Hitter
Hometown: Earlysville, Va.
Why: Hansenn is currently the leader in the NESCAC for her number of kills per set. Her offensive
and defensive contributions helped the team to
wins over both Smith College and Bridgewater
State.

D: Over 100.

E: Favorite Dana staple?

By Drew Ladner, Sports Editor

Hansenn currently leads both the team in kills and the NESCAC in kills
per set. Against Smith College, she set a personal season high with
22 kills.

E: Height?

D: Um, I’d like to thank coaches, family, friends, Dana,
and my man George in Sturdy.

Devastator of the Week

Courtesy of Colby Athletics
Lauren Walter ’21 puts in a solid fight during Saturday’s game against Hamilton.
Walter has been a strong force on the field as an impactful defensive back.

Damon’s Discount
Beverages

(formerly known as joka’s)
We now have the largest selection of
domestic and imported beers in Central Maine

E: It’s a sunny Tuesday in summer? What’s up?
D: Chillin with my bros, or my parents. Eating….
yeah.
E: Rainy Wednesday in October, but you are done
with homework?
D: Go back to my room, take a shower, play games
with your roommates, and maybe have a snack.
E: You have more than one roommate?
D: No, just one roommate.
E: Elaborate upon the word “bet”?

Open Sun.-Wed. until 9
p.m.,
Thurs. until 10 p.m.,
Fri. & Sat. until Midnight

D: Bet can mean a lot of things. Bet can be like “Oh I
bet I can break down a door” and then there bet where
it’s like “Oh are you gonna eat that. No? Oh bet”.
E: What is it like to be labeled as a “student athlete”?
D: Puts a lot of weight on your shoulders, you have
to be a student, and an athlete, and you have to manage your time, but at the same time it’s fun having
both sides of your life, it’s a good balance.

207-873-6228

